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Safe and Constrained Rendezvous, Proximity Operations, and Docking

Christopher Petersen∗, Ryan J. Caverly†, Sean Phillips‡, and Avishai Weiss§

Abstract— This tutorial paper discusses the rising need for
safe and constrained spacecraft Rendezvous, Proximity Opera-
tions, and Docking (RPOD). This class of problems brings with
it i) a unique set of equations of motion, ii) a variety of con-
straints and objectives that are specialized to RPOD, and iii) a
number of traditional and current Guidance, Navigation, and
Control (GNC) considerations. There are strong connections
between the work done in RPOD and a variety of other research
domains that have synergistically aided in pushing forward
the state-of-the-art. This tutorial paper discusses the above,
provides an entry point into the field of spacecraft RPOD, and
highlights a selection of open problems that still exist in the
field.

I. INTRODUCTION

Space is entering its second age, which, driven jointly
by governmental and industrial demand signals [1], [2], is
rapidly advancing spacecraft Rendezvous, Proximity Op-
erations, and Docking (RPOD), which we define as any
operation where two or more satellites are within 500 km.
The interest in RPOD is exemplified by the amount of
theoretical research over the years (see survey papers [3]–
[6], and references therein), and the number of missions,
beginning with the Apollo Program, continuing to Interna-
tional Space Station (ISS) docking [7], and more recently,
to missions such as Prisma in 2010 by the Swedish Space
Corporation [8], the Autonomous Nanosatellite Guardian for
Evaluating Local Space (ANGELS) in 2014 by the United
States Air Force (USAF), [9], Mycroft in 2018 by the
USAF [10], the Mission Extension Vehicle (MEV) in 2019
by Northrup Grumman [11], the End-of-Life Services by
Astroscale-demonstration (ELSA-d) in 2021 by Astroscale
[12], and the planned on-orbit re-fueling with Starship by
SpaceX [13]. Due to its relevance, RPOD technology has
become an enabler for other missions such as satellite
formation flight, modular spacecraft operations, and In-space
Servicing, Manufacturing, and Assembly (ISAM) [14]–[16],
all of which are complex and require strong safety guaran-
tees. Thus, there is a need for Guidance, Navigation, and
Control (GNC) algorithms that satisfy constraints, guarantee
safety, and simultaneously achieve mission goals to the
extent possible. This tutorial paper aims to introduce safe and
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constrained RPOD to a wide community, discusses current
RPOD problems within the context of GNC, elaborates on
constraints, presents the state-of-the-art in the field, and
emphasizes connections to other research domains.

There have been several RPOD challenge and benchmark
problems. The reference [17] presented an RPOD benchmark
that ensured safety via hybrid automaton. The benchmark
[18] enumerated the phases of the RPOD mission, including
the available sensors and dynamics. In [19], a problem was
formulated for close RPOD in both rotation and translation,
while limiting the configuration of the satellite to a single
thruster. A follow-on problem [20] listed relevant safety
constraints, objectives, and metrics with multi-body, robotic
RPOD. With the aim of developing advanced RPOD algo-
rithms to alleviate the burden on satellite operators, [21] in-
troduced discrete steps towards autonomous operation using
the example of a docking maneuver. These challenge and
benchmark problems provide an entry point into spacecraft
RPOD research by deriving the equations of motion, listing
a variety of constraints, and enumerating metrics by which
to evaluate RPOD algorithms. The present tutorial paper
follows a similar approach, with a focus on presenting unique
challenges in the areas of GNC as it relates to RPOD safety.

In addition to presenting the RPOD problem, this tuto-
rial highlights connections to techniques in other research
communities, demonstrating how the state-of-the-art can be
advanced by adjacent fields. We discuss open RPOD prob-
lems and research, where novel, non-traditional techniques
will be needed.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The
notation used throughout the paper is introduced in Section
II. In Section III, the mathematical model for RPOD prob-
lems is introduced, specifically for the context of two space-
craft orbiting the Earth. Emphasis is placed on the relative
dynamics between these two satellites, relevant perturbation
forces, and special cases that can be made to simplify
the dynamics. Sections IV to VI focus on the areas of
navigation, guidance, and control, mirroring a standard GNC
loop, as shown in Fig. 1, where each section begins with
basic objectives, followed by relevant constraints, and ending
with case studies that highlight state-of-the-art techniques in
those areas. Connections between RPOD and other research
communities are presented in Section VII, followed by a
discussion on open problems and ongoing RPOD research in
Section VIII. Concluding remarks are provided in Section IX.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

R, Rn, Z, and Z0+ are the sets of real numbers, the
Euclidean space, integers, and non-negative integers, re-
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Fig. 1: A block diagram depicting the typical relationship between navigation, guidance, and control within the context of
RPOD. Note that the abbreviation “Obj. & Constr.” denotes “Objectives & Constraints.”

spectively. Given a matrix A ∈ Rn×n, det(A) denotes its
determinant and tr(A) denotes its trace. In denotes the n-
dimensional identity matrix and 0n denotes an n × n zero
matrix. Given a vector x ∈ Rn, the norm ||x|| is the two
norm

√
xTx unless otherwise stated. Given vectors y, z ∈

R3, [y]× : R3 → R3×3 is the skew symmetric operator such
that y × z = [y]×z.

A reference frame FX is defined by a set of three or-
thonormal basis vectors {ı̂, ȷ̂, k̂}. The vector

⇀
r q/p denotes

the position of point q relative to point p, the vector
⇀
v q/p/X =

X·
⇀
r q/p denotes the derivative of the position of

point q relative to point p with respect to frame FX, and
the vector

⇀
ωY/X denotes the angular velocity of frame FY

relative to frame FX. Note that
⇀

(·) denotes a coordinate-free
(unresolved) vector, and (·)X denotes the vector resolved in
frame FX. All frames are orthogonal and right-handed. The
special orthogonal group is given as SO(3) = {R ∈ R3×3 :
det(R) = +1, R⊤R = I3}. For additional discussion on
physical vectors, frames, and notation, see [22], [23].

Given a continuous-time signal x(t) sampled with period
∆T , we denote the value at time instant k∆T , k ∈ Z0+, by
xk = x(k∆T ), and xj|k denotes the value of x predicted
j steps ahead from k. The hyperplane representation (H-
representation) of the polyhedron P ⊆ Rn is P(H, l) =
{x ∈ Rn : Hx ≤ l} with H ∈ Rp×n, l ∈ Rp. An ellipsoid
centered at d ∈ Rn with shape matrix D is E(d,D) = {x ∈
Rn : (x− d)⊤D−1(x− d) ≤ 1}.

For brevity, it is assumed that unless otherwise stated, all
constraints presented are to hold for all time.

III. SPACECRAFT RPOD MODEL

A. RPOD Equations of Motion

Consider the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) frame FE and
an unforced particle e that is collocated with the center of
the Earth (Assumption 1). Next, consider two spacecraft, an
uncontrolled target and a controlled chaser, in orbit around

the Earth1. The centers of mass of the target and chaser are
denoted by t and c, respectively. The target and chaser are
assumed to be rigid and all external forces are modeled as
acting on their corresponding centers of mass (Assumption
2). The mass loss of the chaser spacecraft due to control is
significantly smaller than the total mass of the spacecraft
(Assumption 3). Under Assumptions 1-3, the translational
equations of motion for the target and chaser relative to the
inertial frame FE are given by [24]

E··
⇀
r t/e = −µ

⇀
r t/e

||⇀r t/e||3
+

⇀

f pt

mt
,

E··
⇀
r c/e = −µ

⇀
r c/e

||⇀r c/e||3
+

⇀

f pc

mc
+

⇀

f c

mc
,

(1)

where
⇀
r {t,c}/e are the unresolved position vectors of the

target and chaser center of mass relative to the center of
Earth, µ is Earth’s gravitational constant,

⇀

f pt,
⇀

f pc are the
vector sum of orbital perturbations on the target and chaser,
m{t,c} ∈ R are the target and chaser masses, and

⇀

f c is
the controllable force vector applied to the chaser. For more
precise modeling, certain assumptions may be relaxed, e.g.,
see [25] for models that include the effects of fuel slosh.

In RPOD, we are concerned with the motion of the
chaser relative to the target in a relative orbit frame (often
called Hill’s frame), defined as FO = {ı̂r, ı̂θ, ı̂h} with radial
(̂ır), along-track (̂ıθ), and cross-track (̂ıh) basis vectors. The
vector ı̂r is parallel to the target position vector rEt/e ∈ R3,
ı̂h points in the direction of the orbit’s angular momentum,
and ı̂θ completes the frame [26], see Fig. 2.

The position of the chaser relative to the target is given
by

⇀
r c/t =

⇀
r c/e −

⇀
r t/e. (2)

Taking the derivative of the relative position (2) with respect

1As a tutorial introduction to RPOD, we consider orbits around a central
body. This can be expanded for other applications, see Section VIII for
ongoing research on RPOD in cislunar space.



Fig. 2: Inertial (left) and relative motion (right) of the target
and chaser in FE (inertial space) and FO (relative space).

to the target’s orbital frame FO yields the relative velocity
O·
⇀
r c/t =

E·
⇀
r c/t −

⇀
ωO/E ×⇀

r c/t, (3)

and the derivative of (3) with respect to the target’s orbital
frame FO yields [26]

O··
⇀
r c/t =

E··
⇀
r c/e −

E··
⇀
r t/e −

⇀
ωO/E ×

(
⇀
ωO/E ×⇀

r c/t

)
−2

⇀
ωO/E×

E·
⇀
r c/t −

O·
⇀
ωO/E ×⇀r c/t.

(4)

Substituting (1) into (4) results in the nonlinear relative
equation of motion of the chaser with respect to the target.
See [27] and [28] for an explicit presentation of these
nonlinear relative equations resolved in the target’s orbital
frame FO.

For GNC design purposes and over short time horizons,
the target can often be modeled to be in an unperturbed
orbit, i.e.,

⇀

f pt =
⇀
0 (Assumption 4). With the additional

assumption that ∥⇀r c/t∥ ≪ ∥⇀r t/e∥ (Assumption 5), the
relative dynamics in (1), (4) can be linearized and resolved
in the target’s orbital frame FO, resulting in [29]

δẍ−
(

2µ
r3t

+ h2

r4t

)
δx+

(
2ψ
r4t
h
)
δy −

(
2h
r2t

)
δẏ = ux+wx

mc
,

δÿ +
(
µ
r3t

− h2

r4t

)
δy −

(
2ψ
r4t
h
)
δx+

(
2h
r2t

)
δẋ =

uy+wy

mc
,

δz̈ +
(
µ
r3t

)
δz = uz+wz

mc
,

(5)

where rOc/t =
[
δx δy δz

]T
is the relative position be-

tween the chaser and the target resolved in FO, vOc/t/O =[
δẋ δẏ δż

]T ∈ R3 is the relative velocity between the
chaser and the target resolved in in FO, rt = ∥⇀r t/e∥, h =∥∥∥⇀r t/e ×

⇀
v t/e/E

∥∥∥ is the inertial specific angular momentum

of the target’s orbit, and ψ =
⇀
v t/e/E · ⇀r t/e. The term

u
△
= fOc =

[
ux uy uz

]T ∈ R3 is the control input

applied to the chaser resolved in FO, while w
△
= fOpc =[

wx wy wz
]T ∈ R3 is the vector of perturbation forces

acting on the chaser resolved in FO. Since for general orbits,
rt varies in magnitude along the orbit, (5) is a set of linear
time-varying (LTV) equations that can be written compactly
as

ẋ(t) = Ã(t)x(t) + B̃u(t) + B̃w(t), (6)

where x
△
=
[
rO

T

c/t vO
T

c/t/O

]T
∈ R6.

The state solution of (6) is given by

x(t) = Φ(t, t0)x(t0) +

∫ t

t0

Φ(t, τ)B̃(τ) (u(τ) + w(τ)) dτ,

(7)

where the state transition matrix (STM) Φ(t, t0) is the
solution to the initial value problem [30]

Φ̇(t, t0) = Ã(t)Φ(t, t0), t ∈ [t0, t],
Φ(t0, t0) = In.

(8)

For implementation in digital computers, we often sample (6)
with period ∆T small enough to not lose relevant inter-
sampling behavior, obtaining

xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk +Bkwk, (9)

where Ak, Bk are the time-discretized matrices obtained
based on the continuous-time system realization (Ã, B̃).

B. Circular Specialization of the Equations of Motion

Making use of Assumptions 4 and 5, and also considering
the case in which rt is constant2 (Assumption 6), the equa-
tions in (5) reduce to the well known Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire
(HCW) equations [23]

δẍ− 3n2δx− 2nδẏ =
ux + wx
mc

,

δÿ + 2nδẋ =
uy + wy
mc

,

δz̈ + n2δz =
uz + wz
mc

,

(10)

where n =
√
µ/r3t is the mean motion of the target’s orbit.

The HCW equations (10) are linear time-invariant (LTI) and
can be compactly written as

ẋ(t) = Āx(t) + B̄u(t) + B̄w(t). (11)

Similarly to the discrete-time LTV dynamics described in (9),
the LTI dynamics of (11) can be discretized with a sampling
period ∆T to obtain

xk+1 = Axk +Buk +Bwk, (12)

279% of all satellites in orbit are in a near circular orbit with eccentricity
of < 0.025 (note that a perfect circular orbit has an eccentricity of e =
0) [31].



where A,B are the constant time-discretized matrices. Of
particular note is A, which has a closed form solution

A =

[
Φrr(∆T ) Φrv(∆T )
Φvr(∆T ) Φvv(∆T )

]
, (13)

where

Φrr(t, t0) =

 4− 3pc 0 0
6(ps − p) 1 0

0 0 pc

 ,

Φrv(t, t0) =
1
n

 ps 2(1− pc) 0
2(pc − 1) 4ps − 3p 0

0 0 hs

 ,

Φvr(t, t0) = n

 3ps 0 0
6(pc − 1) 0 0

0 0 −ps

 ,

Φvv(t, t0) =

 pc 2ps 0
−2ps 4pc − 3 0
0 0 hc

 ,

(14)

p = n(∆T ), ∗c = cos(∗), and ∗s = sin(∗) for the sake of
brevity.

The sinusoidal functions in (14), which are the direct
consequence of purely imaginary eigenvalues of A, result
in closed “zero-fuel” trajectories known as natural motion
circumnavigations (NMCs) [32]. Chaser spacecraft are often
guided to NMCs, as they can remain arbitrarily close to the
target for an indefinite period of time while consuming little
fuel.

C. Translational Actuation Methods

The input u(t) in (6) is generated by onboard mechan-
ical actuation subsystems. These actuators have their own
dynamics, limitations and safety constraints, which may
need to be considered when designing RPOD solutions.
For translational motion, actuation is normally produced by
thrusters via chemical or electric reactions [33]–[35], each
of which have advantages and disadvantages [36]. We give
explicit definitions of these constraints in Section VI-A.

Chemical propulsion typically uses liquid or solid fuels
that undergo a chemical reaction to generate thrust [33],
[34]. The most common liquid fuels are liquid hydrogen,
liquid oxygen, kerosene, or hydrazine, which react in a
chamber to produce directional thrust. Chemical propulsion
offers high thrust, which makes it a great candidate for the
agile maneuvers needed in RPOD. Under this assumption
of thrust, u(t) is modeled as a unit impulse or dirac delta
function. The limitation is that chemical thrusters use up
fuel quickly, which restricts the capability of the satellite to
perform routine maneuvers. Chemical thrusters are also not
ideal for small and precise maneuvers due to their “on-off”
actuation with imprecise, limited/slow duty cycle burns.

Electric Propulsion (EP) works by ionizing a propellant
gas and then accelerating the resulting charged particles
using electric fields in order to generate thrust [37]. There

are several types of electrical propulsion systems including
ion thrusters, Hall-effect thrusters, and plasma thrusters [33],
[35], [37]–[39]. Due to the ionization, the particles can
be accelerated to much higher speeds than in chemical
thrusters, resulting in higher efficiency and lower propellant
usage. EP systems can be continuously operated for long
durations. As such, u(t) can be modeled as a continuous
signal or a zero-order-hold signal. Efficiency comes at a
cost, however, as EP systems typically generate much less
thrust than chemical propulsion systems, making them less
suited for agile operations. Additionally, due to the ionization
process, there are significant power requirements to operate
EP systems, which requires additional solar arrays or other
power sources. Finally, as the propulsion systems rely on
electromagnetic fields to generate thrust, they can potentially
interfere with other onboard electronics or nearby spacecraft.

In close proximity operations, regardless of the propulsion
type, there is a risk of particles being expelled and interfering
with another spacecraft. This interaction is expanded upon
as a constraint in Section VI-A.2.

D. Perturbation Forces

Spacecraft are subject a host of non-Keplerian pertur-
bations, represented by w(t) in (6). Figure 3 depicts the

perturbing accelerations
⇀

f pt

mc
(
⇀

f pc

mc
) of various sources as

a function of altitude. The main Keplerian gravitational

Fig. 3: Magnitude of orbital perturbation accelerations as a
function of orbit altitude [24].

acceleration, denoted by GM in Fig. 3, has a magnitude
on the order of 10 × 10−2 − 10 × 10−4 km/sec2 and is



the dominant force acting on the satellite. This is explicit
in (1) through the inverse-squared force terms. The next
two dominant perturbations are the accelerations due to
atmospheric drag and the higher-order gravitational terms
due to fact that the Earth is not a perfect sphere. Details
on these perturbations are provided as follows.

In Low Earth Orbit (LEO), atmospheric drag can be
a significant source of perturbing acceleration. Very com-
monly, the magnitude of this perturbation is described by
||
⇀

f p,drag|| = 1
2ρairv

2CdA, where ρair is the atmospheric

density, v =
∥∥∥⇀v c/e/E

∥∥∥ is the magnitude of the velocity of
the satellite relative to the atmosphere, Cd is the satellite’s
drag coefficient, and A is satellite’s projected frontal area.
The direction of this perturbation force is in the opposite
direction of the velocity of the satellite relative to the
atmosphere, which can typically be approximated as acting
in the direction opposite of the satellite’s velocity relative to
the center of the Earth with respect to frame FE (e.g., in the
opposite direction of

⇀
v c/e/E for the chaser and similarly for

the target). It is convenient to define the satellite’s ballistic
coefficient as Cb = CdA

2m , which results in ||
⇀

f p,drag|| =
mρairv

2Cb. Note that the ballistic coefficient is sometimes
defined as the reciprocal of this expression without the factor
of one half. The expression used in this work is chosen to
match [40], [41] out of convenience.

Another significant source of perturbation is due to the
unequal mass distribution of the Earth, creating areas of
complex gravity force. To match these effects, complex
gravity perturbations are generally modeled using spherical
harmonics [24]. Referencing Fig. 3, these effects are captured
by Ja,b, where a, b are positive integers representing the
particular harmonic. The most dominate harmonic, after GM
is J2,0 which is a consequence of how the Earth is shaped
more like a elongated ellipsoid as opposed to a perfect
sphere. While this is not as dominant in LEO, it becomes
the second dominating perturbation at higher altitudes.

There are several other perturbations that can be consid-
ered as well, see [24]. It is ultimately the choice of the
control engineer to determine which perturbations should be
incorporated within the satellite model and which can be
ignored at design and compensated for via feedback. This
choice will depend on a number of factors, including the
satellite’s altitude, the time scale over which the satellite
motion is being modeled, the geometry of the satellite, etc.

E. Attitude

While this tutorial paper is primarily focused on trans-
lational motion, it should be noted that the chaser and the
target’s rotation also have impacts on dynamics, guidance,
navigation, and control. Generally in spacecraft RPOD, and
similarly in other domains, rotational equations of motion are
decoupled from the translational equations of motion. This is
due in part to the scale of actuation; attitude actuation hap-
pens on the order of seconds to minutes whereas translational
relative motion most commonly (though not always) occurs
on the order of several minutes, to hours, or even days when

not in close proximity. To model rotation, assume there is a
body-fixed frame FB in addition to the orbital frame FO and
the ECI frame FE. The rotational kinematics and dynamics
are given by [42]

ȮB/E = −[ωB
B/E]

×OB/E, (15)

Jω̇B
B/E = −[ωB

B/E]
×JωB

B/E + τB, (16)

where OB/E ∈ SO(3) is the direction cosine matrix that
transforms a vector expressed in FE to FB (or equivalently
describes the orientation of FB relative to FE), J is the inertia
matrix of the spacecraft relative to its center of mass and
resolved in FB, and τB are the external torques acting on
the satellite resolved in FB. It should be noted that while
the rotational kinematics are expressed in terms of direction
cosine matrices, there are other representations of attitude
that can be used, such as Euler Angles, quaternions, Modified
Rodrigues Parameters (MRPs), to name a few [43]. Each of
these attitude representations have their own advantages and
disadvantages, as discussed in [43], [44].

The rotational equations above are not specialized to
spacecraft, in fact, they apply to any vehicle with rotational
equations of motion. There are some interesting aspects to
rotational dynamics, however, within the context of space-
craft. For example, a spacecraft often has principal inertia
values that are significantly different, creating large non-
linear couplings in (16). While these nonlinearites can create
complexities in some missions, they have been exploited in
others, an example of which is the Kepler space telescope
[45]. There is also a uniqueness to the manner in which actu-
ation is applied to the rotational dynamics of spacecraft. The
torques in (16) can either be produced with external moments
(e.g., via thrusters or magnetorquers) or internal actuation
(e.g., via reaction wheels or control moment gyroscopes).
See [46] for a discussion on these actuation methods.

In the context of RPOD, there are circumstances in which
it may be necessary to consider coupling between transla-
tional and rotational dynamics. For example, when treating
non-center-of-mass points on the target and chaser space-
craft, e.g. docking ports, a kinematic coupling is established
[47], [48]. Spacecraft translation and rotation can also exhibit
dynamic coupling, e.g., through actuator placement [49], [50]
as often spacecraft thrusters aren’t aligned to provide pure
forces and pure torques. If a satellite has dedicated actuators
for translation and dedicated actuators for rotation, then this
coupling can vanish due to a control steering law [51].
However, for spacecraft that have fewer degrees of freedom
in control [19], or if some of the thrusters are favored over
others, then rotation may be necessary to align the thrusters
in the desired direction. There are also several constraints
that could be due to thruster placement, one of which is
emission, which is discussed further in Section VI-A.2.

Another source of dynamic rotational-translational cou-
pling occurs when considering higher-fidelity disturbance
forces in the equations of motion, such as the inclusion
of atmospheric drag. As discussed in Section III-D, the
drag force acting on the spacecraft is a function of its



projected frontal area and drag coefficient, which together
can be combined into the spacecraft’s ballistic coefficient,
and typically vary with the spacecraft’s attitude. This results
in an attitude-dependent perturbation force that may have a
noticeable effect on the spacecraft’s motion, depending on
the altitude and the time-scale considered.

F. Case Study: Drag Utilization

In addition to being a disturbance, drag can be leveraged
for actuation, provided that the frontal area or drag coefficient
of the satellite can be adjusted. It is convenient to summa-
rize both frontal area and drag coefficient modification as
modulation of the satellite’s ballistic coefficient. Examples of
actuation devices designed specifically for the modulation of
a satellite’s ballistic coefficient include the Exo-Brake [52],
which is a sail-like drag device that can be modulated using a
winch system, and the D3 device [53], which uses deployable
booms to change the spacecraft’s frontal area.

These devices provide the possibility of adjusting the
satellite’s ballistic coefficient, which can then be thought of
as a control input. The magnitude of control accelerations
that are achievable by this source of actuation are generally
small in magnitude, but have the benefit of not requiring
any fuel. Examples of applications that make use of drag for
actuation include satellite formation keeping [54], targeted
re-entry [52], [54]–[57], and constellation phasing [58], [59].
For simplicity in this tutorial paper, actuation using drag is
limited to a single satellite whose goal is to track a target
orbit. In this case, the target satellite can be thought of
as a “virtual” target whose dynamics are governed by the
satellite with its nominal ballistic coefficient Cb. The chaser
satellite is then representative of the actual satellite, which
has a ballistic coefficient of Cb+∆Cb, where ∆Cb represents
the controllable change in ballistic coefficient. The relative
equations of motion are then derived by substituting the
differential drag force

fOpc,drag − fOpt,drag ≈

 0
0

−mρairv
2

∆Cb (17)

into (1) and (4). The resulting relative equations of motion
can be linearized about the trajectory of the spacecraft with
ballistic coefficient Cb, which yields LTV equations of the
form in (6), where ∆Cb is considered as a control input [41].

There are challenges associated with using ballistic co-
efficient modulation as a form of actuation. One of these
challenges is that the magnitude of the resulting drag force
depends on the atmospheric density, which is not accurately
known in practice and will change as a function of altitude,
longitude, latitude, time of day, space weather, etc. This
makes it difficult to predict the drag forces produced by
a change in ballistic coefficient. It has been shown in [60]
that space weather forecasts and atmospheric density models,
such as the NRLMSISE-00 model [61], can be used to
predict atmospheric density conditions along the satellite’s
trajectory within a predictive control framework and that

Kalman filtering techniques can be used to correct for in-
accuracies in this prediction using measurements of satellite
position and velocity. Another challenging aspect of this
control approach is that the satellite is underactuated when
relying solely on ballistic coefficient modulation, as the
control input only acts in the along-track direction. Dynamic
coupling between the along-track and radial directions can
be leveraged in the design of the controller, as done in [41],
however, the cross-track dynamics remain uncontrollable.
This can be addressed by either simply accepting drift in
this direction or augmenting ballistic coefficient modulation
with an additional source of actuation. Moreover, there
are strict limits on the range of ∆Cb that is achievable
as a control input. This places strict input constraints on
any control strategy that is implemented, which has been
accounted for using an Model Predictive Control (MPC)-
based control strategy in [41]. An example of the trajectory
tracking capabilities of the MPC approach in [41] compared
to the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) in [40] is provided
in Fig. 4. It is worth noting that the MPC formulation in [41]
assumes the satellite’s rotational and translational dynamics
are decoupled, which can be achieved in practice through
either an inner-loop attitude controller or a drag device that
is designed to passively stabilize the satellite to point in the
direction of its velocity vector. The MPC approach used for
ballistic coefficient modulation in [41] is further elaborated
on in Section VI-C.

IV. NAVIGATION

The objective of RPOD navigation is to compute the
chaser’s inertial orbit (i.e.,

⇀
r c/e and

⇀
v c/e/E) and its relative

orbit to the target (i.e., the state x in (6) or (11)) reliably
and safely. In order to do this, a number of onboard and
on-the-ground sensors can used, giving rise to two classes
of navigation constraints; those that ensure sensor safety,
and those that ensure filter safety. These are explained
below, with an introduction section on satellite measurement
sources.

A. Satellite Measurement Sources

Traditionally there are two ways to obtain the inertial
position and velocity of the chaser, either via an infrequent
transmission from the ground or frequent transmission from
GPS. In both cases, the variance in this measurement is
generally a function of the distance from the center of
the Earth. For satellites in LEO, ground measurements and
GPS can give an accurate inertial position and velocity.
For satellites in Geostationary Orbit (GEO), measurements
are less accurate, as triangulation is difficult due the GPS
satellites being in an orbit of lower altitude. As such, these
types of measurements alone may not be sufficient to achieve
the accuracy needed for RPOD.

Measurements for relative motion are generally obtained
from onboard cameras that operate either in the visible
or the infrared spectrum. A simple measurement is called
“angles-only,” which consists of two relative angles between
the chaser and target (this is also called bearings only in
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Fig. 4: Results of tracking a target re-entry trajectory from
LEO using modulation of the satellite’s ballistic coefficient
as the control input. The results in red utilize the LQR
controller from [40] with only knowledge of the satellite’s
current state, while the red results utilizes the MPC approach
of [41] and a forecast of the atmospheric density. The
dashed line represents the ballistic coefficient’s lower limit,
which is explicitly enforced as an input constraint within the
MPC approach. When using the LQR controller, the ballistic
coefficient is simply saturated when commanded outside of
its feasible range.

some domains). Typically this type of measurement scheme
can be performed all the way to the outer boundary of
RPOD (e.g., a relative distance of 500 km). While simple,
there exists a lack of observability in range for angles-
only, as multiple angles and angular rates give rise to the
same NMCs [62]. In the literature, there are two schools
of thought to combat this range ambiguity. The first is to
add more realism into the model used by the navigation
filter through more complex dynamics [63]. This induces a
weak observability at the cost of computational complexity.
A second option is to thrust at diverse parts of the orbit
(not just perigee or apogee) in order to increase the quality
of measurements [64]. Though not a hard constraint on the
system, such a requirement on desired maneuver diversity
can be achieved using methods like dual-control, where the
objective to obtain diverse measurements is included in the

cost function to minimize. Further details on this approach
are discussed in the case study of Section IV-E.

More recently, satellite technology has advanced to the
point where computer vision can assist in navigation [65],
[66]. Since computer vision relies on identifying key fea-
tures, it is able to provide an accurate relative position
measurement without the range ambiguity, albeit, at the
cost of more computation and additional constraints, and is
discussed further in Section IV-C.

B. Sensor Safety Constraints

While in RPOD ranges, it is best practice to have “eyes-
on” the target so that the chaser receives constant measure-
ments for use in its navigation filter. This artificially imposes
an assumption that the chaser always has a camera sensor
pointing at the target This also constrains the chaser to ensure
that no bright objects are in-line with the chaser and target,
which is important for two main reasons. First, is to ensure
the physical camera hardware is not damaged. Second, if
there is a bright object in the field-of-view that does not
harm the sensor (e.g., the Earth), the navigation filter might
lose track of the target, which will violate the objective of
reliable navigation. This creates a keep-out cone constraint
that can be mathematically transcribed as

⇀
r c/t · b̂
||⇀r c/t||

≤ cos(θmin), (18)

where the exclusion boresight unit vector and angle are
defined as b̂ and θmin, respectively. The three major boresight
exclusion vectors commonly used are in the directions of the
Sun, Earth, and Moon [67].

C. Filter Safety Constraint

When considering the reliably of a navigation filter, a
prime constraint is the angular velocity of the chaser relative
to the target. If the chaser is rotating too fast, then it is
difficult to obtain a good image and process it quickly. In the
worst-case scenario, the target, which ideally would appear
as a dot in the field of view, would appear as a streak,
providing false measurements. It is ideal to limit the relative
angular velocity, which can be transcribed into the following
constraint ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
O·
⇀
r c/t

||⇀r c/t||
−

O·
⇀
r c/t ·

⇀
r c/t

||⇀r c/t||2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ νmax, (19)

where νmax is the maximum angular rate the satellite can
move about the target.

For computer vision, key points or features need to be
visible to the camera, which in some instances provide a
unique constraint when performing RPOD. This is because,
as the chaser satellite approaches the target satellite, there is
the possibility of “self-shadowing,” in which case the chaser
casts a shadow on the target, thereby eclipsing several key
points or features necessary for RPOD. The major factor in
this is the direction of the Sun, but in contrast to the previous



angles-only constraint that was formulated to restrict bright
objects from being behind the target, this also restricts a
bright object from being behind the chaser. One way to
formulate this constraint is via a docking corridor (which can
be a guidance constraint), which can be cast as an inclusion
cone constraint

⇀
r c/t · b̂dock
||⇀r c/t||

≥ cos(θdock), (20)

where b̂dock and θdock represent a unit vector from the bright
object to the chaser and its inclusion angle, respectively.

D. Metrics of Navigation Performance and Efficiency

Navigation performance and efficiency metrics are typ-
ically concerned with a) how quickly does the navigation
solution converge to the true state and b) what is the
bound on the navigation error, whether it be from a hard
upper/lower bound perspective or a stochastic perspective.
From a classical systems theory standpoint, one metric that
can reflect the quality of measurements over a given time t
is norm of the observably Gramian [30], given by∫ t

0

∣∣∣∣Φ(τ, t0)TH(τ)TH(τ)Φ(τ, t0)dτ
∣∣∣∣ , (21)

where H is the observability matrix and Φ(t, t0) is the
STM defined in (8). Another metric that can be used is the
integration of the trace of the state covariance matrix L over
time, given by ∫ t

0

||tr(L(τ))dτ || , (22)

which is commonly used in aspects of dual control [68]
and covariance control [69]. When taking this metric into
account when maneuvering, the chaser may deviate from
efficient trajectories and NMCs to get diverse measurements,
as discussed in the next case study.

E. Case Study: Observably Concerned RPOD with Angles-
Only Measurements

One methodology to improve range-ambiguity of angles-
only measurements is optimizing over two different metrics
of performance: one relating to state-error and one relating
to estimation variance. Often these metrics are optimized by
combining the two in the same cost function. This lends itself
to the following optimization problem.

min
U

N−1∑
k=0

(
x̂Tk|tQx̂k|t + uTk|tRuk|t + αtr(Lk|t)

)
+ x̂TN |tQf x̂N |t + αf tr(LN |t) (23)

subject to
x̂k|t = F1(xk|t, uk|t, yk|t), (24)
Lk|t = F2(xk|t, uk|t, yk|t), (25)
xk+1|t = Ax̂k|t +Buk|t, (26)
umin ≤ uk|t ≤ umin, (27)

where U is the set of admissible control inputs; Q = QT ≥ 0,
R = RT > 0, and Qf = QT

f > 0 are weighting matrices
on state-error, control, and terminal error; F1, F2 are the
filtering dynamics, commonly produced by a Kalman filter
or an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF); x̂ is the mean state;
L = LT > 0 is the variance produced by the Kalman filter;
the discrete-time LTI dynamics in (26) correspond to the
dynamics in (12); and α, αf > 0 are tuning parameters
that can be chosen to put emphasis on either control or
navigation. It should be noted that the filter dynamics also
have process noise associated with them, in order to ensure
that the filter “does not go to sleep” [70].

Such an optimization will tend to balance two conflicting
objectives. On one hand, the optimizer will try to minimize
the state error and fuel to stabilize at a desired goal, e.g.,
reach and maintain zero relative position and velocity, which
in turn necessitates that the fuel consumption be close to
zero. On the other hand, in order to gain information, the
satellite may need to move to obtain diverse measurements,
which necessitates constant fuel consumption to achieve
a property known as persistent excitation [71]. Balancing
these two objectives can be done using the α, αf parameters
in (23).

This framework can be used in RPOD, where the navi-
gation inputs considered in this case study are from angles-
only navigation, with preliminary results shown in Fig. 5.
The results depict two control-estimation methodologies; The
first method is an LQR control with an EKF, represented by
dashed-lines. The second is using the dual-control method
in (23)-(27) represented by solid line. The top plot in Fig. 5
demonstrates that the dual-control method takes a longer
route, but the trace of the covariance in the bottom plot of
Fig. 5 remains closer to zero. The closer the trace is to 0, the
more confident the chaser is in its estimate. Thus the dual-
controller takes a non-intuitive path in order to gain more
information than the LQR controller, but at the cost of fuel.
It should also be noted that the dual-control method also
strictly enforces upper and lower bound control constraints,
guaranteeing safety during the operation.

V. GUIDANCE

The objective of RPOD guidance is to generate a path that
meets desired objectives while enforcing safety constraints.
An important distinction for RPOD guidance is that the term
“path” refers to both position space and velocity space, as
an orbit needs both position and velocity to be defined. In
terms of RPOD specific goals, most often it is required that
at the end of the path the chaser reaches the target (such as
for docking) or an area around the target (such as a NMC).
This section will address several path constraints, some of
which are common in various research domains, and some
of which are specialized to the space domain.

A. Position Safety Constraints

1) Keep-Out Zones: As the chaser performs proximity
operations around the target, there may be physical locations
where the chaser may not travel, e.g., locations with drifting



Fig. 5: Results of observability maneuvering for angle-only
navigation. Dashed lines is using LQR feedback results with
an EKF. Solid line shows dual control results with EKF.

debris or other obstacles. While there are multiple ways
to express geometric vehicle shapes and constraints, one of
the most common and computationally tractable ways is via
ellipsoids, so that mathematically the chaser is outside an
ellipsoid (and thus safe), if

1 ≤ (rOc/t − rOo/t)
TP (rOc/t − rOo/t), (28)

where P is the shape matrix of an ellipsoid and rOo/t is the
position vector of the center of the keep out zone. This con-
straint is non-convex, and often is handled via convexification
or over-conservatism [72], [73]. Within close proximity, it
may be desired to model the chaser and target as a collection
of shapes, though often this is more computationally complex
[74].

An extension of the keep-out zone constraint is the passive
safety constraint. In this context, passive safety requires
that if, in mid-operation, the thrusters are turned off, the
chaser will drift and not collide with other objects. One
formulation of this constraint leverages (7). Assuming the
thrusters actuate N times at instances tj , j = 1, ..., N , the
jth passive safety constraint can be written as

1 ≤ (r̄j(t)− rOo/t)
TP (r̄j(t)− rOo/t), ∀t ∈ [t0, tc] (29)

where

r̄j(t) =
[
I3 03

](
Φ(t, t0)x(t0) +

∫ tj

t0

Φ(t, τ)B̃(τ)u(τ)dτ

)
,

(30)
and tc is the safety horizon for which the passive safety
constraint is to be enforced. An alternative representation is
described in the case study in Section V-C.

2) Velocity Safety Constraints: As with a majority of
vehicles, there are often absolute limits on how quickly a
spacecraft can travel. The velocity safety constraint is given
by ∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣O·
⇀
r c/t

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ vmax, (31)

where vmax > 0 is the absolute velocity constraint, which
can be handled in most applications as it is a simple, convex
constraint.

A unique velocity constraint is called range-rate, which
intuitively creates a bound on velocity depending on the
range between satellites. When the chaser is far away, there
is little risk in colliding with the target and the rate at
which they are approaching is of little immediate concern.
In contrast, if the chaser is close to the target, the slower
the chaser will want to proceed to preserve safety. This can
be mathematically transcribed as a constraint on the velocity
pointing towards the chaser

−
⇀
r c/t ·

O·
⇀
r c/t

||⇀r c/t||2
≤ krr, (32)

where krr is a constant value chosen by the operator. The
larger the value of krr, the more risk is taken by the chaser
quickly approaching the target, and thus more risk to the
vechicle.

B. Metrics of Guidance Performance and Efficiency

In spacecraft RPOD guidance, there are a couple of
considerations to account for: a) how long does the trajectory
take and b) how much effort does the trajectory take. The
time metric tf = t − t0 has strong ties to minimum time
optimization [75]. This metric also has connections with the
period of the orbit and can be alternatively cast as n

2π tf ,
where n is the orbital mean motion. While in an optimization
setting minimizing the two metrics is equivalent, often RPOD
missions are to be completed within a certain number of
orbits, for which the second metric is more natural to use in
the problem formulation.

The total fuel consumed is the metric associated with
how much effort is required to perform the trajectory and
is described by ∫ tf

0

||u(τ)||dτ. (33)

The amount of fuel consumed is often strongly correlated
with the thruster configuration and actuation laws, which are
discussed within the context of control metrics in Section VI-
B.



C. Case Study: Passive and Active Abort Safety

If the chaser suffers a severe software or hardware fault,
the chaser will power off its thrusters and drift. To minimize
collision risk, it is required that the chaser does not enter
a restricted region, or keep-out zone, around the target
while drifting, requiring passive safety. In close proximity
to the target, particularly on a docking approach in which a
controlled soft collision between the chaser and the target is
required, an entirely passive approach may not be feasible. In
such a scenario active safety is required, where, in the event
of a fault, the chaser must be able to perform a powered-
abort maneuver with its available thrust to avoid colliding
with the target. Guidance and control techniques for active
and passive safety may be found in [76]–[78], and references
therein.

A recent approach to satisfying the active and passive
safety requirements is to characterize the abort-unsafe re-
gions of the state space using backwards reachable sets of
an exclusion region S around the target with respect to the
admissible after-failure input set U through the LTV dynam-
ics (9) [78], [79]. The exclusion region may be represented
by a polytope P or an ellipsoid E . The backwards reachable
sets determine the conditions from which the chaser will
necessarily reach the exclusion region around the target
regardless of the controls applied with the available thrust,
and hence the initial states in the unsafe region from which
collision cannot be avoided. Note that passive safety is the
specialization of the after-failure admissible input set U to
be the zero-input singleton {0}. Such backwards reachable
sets are the union of convex sets for different initial and
final times along the target’s orbit, and hence are usually
non-convex [80]. By maintaining the chaser state outside of
the unsafe region, there is always a control sequence that
avoids collision in the presence of faults. As above in Sec-
tion V-A.1, avoiding the backwards reachable sets is a non-
convex constraint. To obtain a problem that can be solved
in real-time, the constraint is convexified by constructing
linear constraints that locally separate the chaser from the
backwards reachable sets. An MPC policy is developed to
enforce the local constraints, yielding abort-safe rendezvous
trajectories that evolve in the region in which safe passive
or active aborts are guaranteed to exist. Fig. 6 shows the
results of the MPC policy that does (6b) and does not (6a)
enforce passive safety constraints. The free-drift trajectories
along the nominal unsafe rendezvous maneuver intersect the
exclusion region, while the MPC policy that enforces the
passive safety constraint yields free-drift trajectories that do
not enter the exclusion zone. Fig. 6c shows a simulation
of an MPC policy that does and does not enforce active
safety constraints prior to a fault in which only a single
thruster remains functional. The unsafe controller cannot
avoid entering the exclusion region, while the safe controller
can. An extension of this work to handle navigation and
control uncertainty was developed in [81], and an extension
to the case of rendezvous on a near rectilinear halo orbit
about the Moon was developed in [79].

(a) Passively unsafe rendezvous for a target in an eccentric
orbit. States along the trajectory enter the exclusion zone under
free-drift dynamics.

(b) Passively safe rendezvous for a target in an eccentric orbit.
States do not enter the exclusion zone within the safety horizon
under free-drift dynamics.

(c) Actively safe rendezvous, comparison of safe and unsafe
controllers when a single thruster remains available after fault.
Dashed and solid lines are states before and after propulsion
failure, respectively.

Fig. 6: Abort-Safe Rendezvous. The trajectory of the relative
position of the chaser with respect to the target as seen in
the target’s orbital frame FO is shown for passive safety in
(a),(b) and for active safety in (c).

VI. CONTROL

The objective of RPOD control is like many other research
areas: how precisely can a guidance path be tracked? This



often assumes that a path is given as a time series of
waypoints that need to be followed by some controller. This
may even entail understanding what specific thrusters to use
(e.g., the control allocation problem). It should be noted that
for some applications, guidance and control loops can be
combined, in which case the following safety metrics can be
rolled into the same problem, but whether combined or not,
the constraints below reflect necessary considerations when
dealing with spacecraft thrusters.

A. Safety Constraints

1) Thrust Constraints: Fuel is a very limited resource on
orbit and must be conserved. One way to do this is through
the thrust constraint

||u|| ∈ [umin, umax], (34)

where umin, umax > 0. The maximum thrust constraint
intuitively relates to the need to save fuel, and thrusters also
have physical limits. The minimum fuel limit is necessary
for two reasons. Firstly, satellite thrusters can be coarse and
as such can only execute commands within a certain thrust
magnitude. Secondly, and more subtly, although constant
smaller thrusts may be effective in driving down tracking
error, they can lead to accumulated fuel usage quite quickly.
Thus, the minimum thrust constraint allows for a small
amount of tracking error to build up before being corrected
by a thrust maneuver, which can ultimately help save fuel
[67].

In addition to the thrust constraint (34), total fuel of a
maneuver can also be constrained as∫ tf

0

||u(τ)||dτ ≤ utotal, (35)

where utotal relates to the upper bound on maneuver fuel
consumption. Limiting the total fuel enables more propellant
to be used in the long term, increasing the life and utility of
the chaser.

2) Thruster Particulate Emissions Mitigation: As the
chaser performs proximity operations and docking, the direc-
tion of thrust becomes important. As described in Section III-
C, the thruster of the chaser should not be directly aimed at
the target when in close proximity. More specifically, the
shape of the thruster emissions is characterized pre-launch,
which typically resembles a conical region around the thrust
vector with angle α centered at the bore-sight of the thruster.
Let Nc be the number of thrusters on the chaser, uci be the
control input of the i-th thruster on the chaser, and αci be the
angle of the i-th thruster, where i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc}. Thrusters
also have a distance where the density of particulates is so
low that the potential for interaction is negligible, which is
denoted by γci > 0. More specifically, the thruster particulate
emissions constraint can be written as

cos−1

(
uTcir

O
c/t

||rOc/t||

)
≤ αci

2

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc} if the i-th thruster is active and the
chaser is in close enough relative proximity to the target.

B. Metrics of Control Performance and Efficiency

Control metrics for RPOD include the fuel efficiency
metric (33), as well as several others that relate to specific
thruster directions. One of these relates to the maximum
fuel consumption across all of the thrusters. Sometimes
this relates to a particular thruster configuration, but for
simplicity we can examine the thrust in a body-fixed frame
FB. Let OB/E be the direction cosine matrix that describes
the orientation of FB relative to FE. Then, in this frame the
metric can be expressed using the infinity norm as

||OB/Eu||∞. (36)

Another good metric to observe is actuation in individual
body-fixed directions. This can be used to ensure that the
thrusters are being used equally which can then improve
mission lifetime. Such a metric can be expressed as

||OB/Eu||1, (37)

which is a one norm constraint.
As an interesting note, the type of norm chosen for (34)

can be related to the thruster configuration on satellite.
Typically, when a 2-norm is used, this relates to measuring
the sum use of control across all the thrusters as one (i.e.,
considering the total thrust as if it were produced by a single
thruster), whereas the use of a 1-norm relates to measuring
the maximum fuel usage across all individual thrusters.

C. Case Study: Station Keeping via MPC

MPC is a receding-horizon combined guidance and control
strategy that exploits a model of the system dynamics in
order to determine a set of control inputs and a trajectory that
minimizes a cost function, while satisfying state and control
constraints over a finite future prediction horizon [82]. There
are a number of MPC variations that can be implemented,
including linear, nonlinear, robust, and adaptive MPC for-
mulations, just to name a few [83]. One of the simplest
implementations is linear quadratic MPC, which involves
LTI system dynamics, a quadratic cost function, and affine
constraints on the states and control inputs. With a discrete-
time model, this leads to the optimization problem

min
U

N−1∑
k=0

(
xTk|tQxk|t + uTk|tRuk|t

)
+ xTN |tQfxN |t

(38)
subject to

xk+1|t = Axk|t +Buk|t +Bwk|t, (39)
xmin ≤ xk|t ≤ xmax, (40)
umin ≤ uk|t ≤ umin, (41)

where N is the prediction horizon; U = {u0|t, . . . , uN−1|t}
is the sequence of control inputs over the prediction horizon;
(38) is the quadratic cost function defined by Q = QT ≥ 0,
R = RT > 0, and Qf = QT

f ≥ 0 is often chosen as the
solution to the algebraic Riccati equation; (39) represents
the system’s LTI dynamics in discrete time found in (12),
where wk|t, k = 0, . . . , N − 1 is a sequence of known



disturbances over the prediction horizon starting at time t;
and the constraints to be maintained on the states and control
inputs over the prediction horizon are specified by (40) and
(41), respectively. A convenience of linear quadratic MPC is
that it can be solved as a quadratic problem, which facilitates
its use in real-time applications.

Satellites in GEO require regular station keeping ma-
neuvers to maintain their latitude and longitude in the
presence of perturbation forces that are dominated by the
gravitational pull of nearby bodies (e.g., the Sun, the Moon,
other planets), Earth’s non-spherical shape (i.e., higher-order
spherical harmonic gravitational terms), and solar radiation
pressure. Although the individual station keeping thrusts
are small in magnitude, they can add up to a significant
amount of fuel over the entire satellite lifetime. Nominally,
the GEO satellite is to maintain a circular orbit and thus, the
motion of the satellite relative to this orbit can be described
in a relative frame through the LTI relative dynamics of
(12), where w contains all the relevant perturbation forces.
This application can be related to RPOD by thinking of
the nominal orbit as the virtual target and the satellite as
the chaser. Station keeping requirements are often specified
in terms of a “window” in the relative frame, where the
satellite is deemed to be sufficiently close to the desired
orbit. This can be specified as a constraint on the allowable
relative position in the along-track and cross-track directions
through |δy| ≤ δymax, |δz| ≤ δzmax, where δymax and
δzmax are the maximum allowable deviations in the along-
track and cross-track directions. In the case of GEO station
keeping, the maximum deviations are described by δymax =
rt tan(λlong) and δzmax = rt tan(λlat), where rt is the
GEO radius and the angles λlong and λlat are maximum
allowable deviations in longitude and latitude, respectively.
One of the benefits of defining a station keeping window
requirement is that the satellite is allowed to drift within
this window, which limits the need to constantly correct for
deviations from the nominal GEO position and velocity.

Linear quadratic MPC is well-suited to handle autonomous
station keeping, as the relative dynamics in (12) are LTI,
station keeping window constraint can be formulated as a
state constraint, and thrust magnitude limits can be included
as control input constraints. Moreover, an estimate of the
expected perturbation forces acting on the satellite over an
interval of future time is known, which allows for them to
be incorporated into the MPC formulation. This procedure
is outlined for a GEO station keeping application in [50],
where the goal is to minimize fuel, while enforcing station
keeping window constraints and using electric thrusters with
relatively small thrust magnitude capabilities. Knowledge of
the predicted future disturbances allows for efficient drifting
of the satellite within the station keeping window (as shown
in Fig. 7), resulting in relatively low fuel consumption.

The versatility of MPC in station keeping applications was
demonstrated in [84], where a very similar formulation to
[50] was used to perform aerostationary Mars orbit station
keeping. Interestingly, the study in [84] illustrated the po-
tential to further minimize station keeping fuel by pursuing

Fig. 7: Example of a GEO station keeping simulation, where
MPC is used to minimize the fuel needed to meet the station
keeping window constraint (red) by allowing for drift within
the station keeping window. In this image, the along-track
(East) direction is to the right, the cross-track direction
(North) is upwards, and the radial direction is out of the
page. The green trail shows the satellite position over the
last five orbits.

a nonlinear MPC formulation. This involved using the full
nonlinear equations of motion to better capture nonlinear
coupling between the perturbation forces and the system’s
dynamics. Returning to the drag utilization scheme described
in Section III-F, MPC is a practical solution for many of the
same reasons given for station keeping. In this case, state
constraints are of less concern, whereas input constraints
on the allowable change in ballistic coefficient are critical.
Aside from this, the main challenge of implementing MPC
for drag utilization is incorporating a suitable estimate of
the atmospheric density. As shown in [41], the discrepancy
between the nominal density (e.g., the density predicted
using space weather forecasts and an atmospheric model) and
the actual local density can be accounted for by an additive
input disturbance to the relative dynamics. Estimates of this
disturbance can be obtained through past satellite trajectory
data and on-board measurements [60], [85], which are then
used as known disturbances within the MPC optimization
scheme.

D. Case Study: Underactuated Satellite Docking Control

There may be several reasons that a satellite is left
without use of its full control capabilities. For example,
[86] outlines a control methodology for reestablishing full
actuation through the Hubble telescope’s two reaction wheel
failures, or [87] for recovering the Kepler telescope through
similar methods. Moreover, there may be limited actuation
due to an intentional design choice to lower the amount
of spatial requirements for actuation hardware. This was
the case in [19], where a satellite had only a single axial
thruster by design, yet had a reaction wheel so it could



rotate as needed. Thus, for the specialized case of planar
translational motion (i.e., the first two equations of (10))
with a single thruster, the satellite has two actuators for 3
degrees of freedom, resulting in an underactuated system.
As the rotation is only about a single axis, the rotational
dynamics become

Icθ̈ = −Iwuw, (42)

where uw is the control input into the reaction wheel, Ic
and Iw are the moments of inertia of the chaser satellite
and the reaction wheel, respectively. The planar translational
dynamics with the single thruster then become

δẍ− 3n2δx− 2nδẏ =
uT cos(θ) + wx

mc
,

δÿ + 2nδẋ =
uT sin(θ) + wy

mc
,

(43)

where uT is the control input for the single thruster. Note
that the control matrix B is dependent on the orientation of
the axial thruster, and more specifically, the assumption of
uncoupled rotational and translational dynamics no longer
applies. The specific problem becomes then to design a
control algorithm to converge the state of the chaser satellite
to the origin with (θ, θ̇) = (0, 0).

There are inherent issues with this problem that result
in many common control design tools being unavailable.
Specifically, [88] outlined several structural issues. Firstly,
the linearized dynamics of the spacecraft system about
the origin via a Taylor series expansion approximation is
neither controllable nor stabilizable. Secondly, there exists
no coordinate transformation that transforms the nonlinear
dynamics into a locally controllable linear system about the
origin. Thirdly, there exists no coordinate transformation and
static state feedback for the spacecraft system that allows the
closed-loop dynamics to become feedback linearizable into
a locally controllable system about the origin. Finally, the
so-called free system3 is not, in general, Lyapunov stable.
More in-depth discussion maybe found in [88]. It is possible,
however, to show that any small angle around the origin is
both controllable and stabilizable, which leads to the intuition
that stability of the origin can be proven for this system.
It is worth noting that the above dynamics are similar to
the dynamics of a nonholonomic vehicle with an additional
drift term representing the underlying natural relative motion
between satellites. To solve this problem, theoretical tools
from geometric control were leveraged; see [90], [91] for
more information.

Through a Lie Algebra approach, a switching controller
was designed that stabilized subsets of the state components
to the origin, while holding others Lyapunov stable [88]. Rec-
ognizing that switching between these two stabilizing con-
trollers can be performed in an intelligent manner, stability
to the origin can be realized. Figure 8 shows the case of 100

3The free system is Lyapunov stable when initialized in a closed natural
trajectory, see [89].

Fig. 8: One hundred numerical solutions of the switching
control algorithm driving the underactuated chaser satellite
to the docking configuration.

numerical simulation initialized with a uniform distribution
of initial conditions, see [88] for more information.

Nonlinear MPC, which is a formulation similar to (38)
and (39) with the discrete-time dynamics constraint of (39)
instead given by nonlinear equations xk+1|t = f(xk|t, uk|t)
where the mapping f : Rn×Rm → Rn maybe contain non-
linear instances of xk|t and uk|t, may also be leveraged, as
in [92], which is capable of incorporating input constraints,
state safety constraints and final position/orientation, but is
difficult and time consuming to compute.

VII. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RPOD AND OTHER
RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

GNC research in RPOD has a strong historical connection
to other research applications. Strides in RPOD leverage ad-
vances in other domains and vice versa, creating a feedback
loop that advances the overall state-of-the-art.

From a navigational perspective, angles-only navigation
using pixel measurements is common in spacecraft [93],
[94] and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [95], [96].
When closer to the target, pose estimation using computer
vision [65], [66], [97] has strong connections to computer
science and robotics [98], [99]. Furthermore, all RPOD
navigation necessitates reliable filtering in relatively un-
known, and sometimes GPS limited, environments, similar
to UAVs [100], [101] and underwater vehicles [102], [103].

From a guidance perspective, the goal of calculating a
path under stringent computational limitations is common
across many vehicles, from small UAVs to autonomous driv-
ing. RPOD techniques that leverage closed-form guidance
solutions like artificial potential functions [104], [105] are
frequently used for UAVs and autonomous driving [106],
[107]. On-board optimization techniques utilizing graph
searches with positively invariant sets [108]–[110] leverage
parallel efforts in the general guidance community [111],
[112], and as one specific example, for lane change and



parking motion planning in the automotive regime [113]–
[117]. Furthermore, recent advances in convex programming
and convexification techniques have dominated the field of
real-time optimization, not just space, in recent years [118],
[119].

From the control perspective, RPOD thruster allocation
uses linear and quadratic programs, which are widely used in
general optimization applications [120]. In addition, RPOD
typically involves control loops and signals that update at
asynchronous rates [121], [122], which has close ties to
hybrid dynamical systems tools and applications [123]–
[125].

These are only a few of the many highlights of RPOD
technology and their connections to other domains. Com-
monalities between these different application areas has
allowed for the transfer of knowledge and techniques, which
in part has helped the RPOD community expand greatly over
the past several years.

VIII. OPEN PROBLEMS AND ONGOING RESEARCH

In this tutorial, we have formalized a significant portion
of the GNC challenges and solutions regarding safe and
constrained RPOD. However, there are still a variety of open
questions in the field, from general unanswered problems
in the RPOD regime to exciting new challenges in on-orbit
autonomy algorithms, logistics, and cislunar missions. A
great challenge is moving from integrated operator control,
towards onboard mission oriented autonomy.

Firstly, one of the large topics of interest on the horizon is
in-space logistics. In-terms of on-orbit servicing, the state-
of-the-art is reflected by Northrup Grumman with their
Mission Extension Vehicle (MEV) in 2021 [11]. Upcoming
missions by DARPA [126] and NASA [127] are designed
to demonstrate and test the state of the art in multi-body
satellite control. Logistics also includes the objective of
space debris removal, which has become of interest with
demonstrations, such as Astro-Scale’s ELSA-D [128]. These
types of logistics problems have many unique objectives, key
among them: the need to compensate for contact mechanics
when docking; develop guidance and control methods that
can accommodate vehicles with long, possibly multi-body
mechanical devices; and address the GNC challenges that
arise when two spacecraft bodies come into contact to form
as a single rigid body.

Secondly, there is great interest in the cislunar regime,
given NASA’s Artemis program and a variety of other
countries launching in the next several years. While space-
craft missions are planned to be situational assets initially,
there will come a need soon to manage, track, control, and
decommission, as is now the case with the Earth. While there
are a number of lessons learned that can be transitioned
from Earth-centered RPOD, there are new complexities to
be considered. With the cislunar domain, the dynamics are
nonlinear, chaotic, and assumptions that are often made to
obtain simple relative dynamics are no longer applicable. In
addition, while RPOD in halo orbits has gained interest in the
last several years [79], [129]–[132], these halo orbit evolve

on time scales and distances far different than Earth-centered
orbits. There are advantages in exploiting the chaotic relative
dynamics, but there are still open challenges in navigation
in this cislunar regime, as there is no GPS availability
and communication options are sparse [133], [134]. From a
control perspective, station keeping becomes challenging, as
the chaotic dynamics result in less-intuitive strategies outside
of the standard “thrust at perigee and apogee.”

Finally, there are still challenges that exist for general
Earth-centered RPOD. As spacecraft RPOD missions extend
from a “target and chaser” to “one target and multiple
deputies,” more safety constraints manifest themselves. To
enable such coordination of multiple deputies orchestrating
their movements, there are numerous challenges. From a
safety perspective, the number of safety constraints increases
with the number of deputies, which affects the computational
requirements of all spacecraft involved. As the number of
deputies increases, the challenges of communication over
dynamic networked graphs also becomes an issue. From a
guidance and control perspective, this leads to challenges
in multi-obstacle avoidance, as well as rapidly evolving
constraints between vehicles. From a navigation perspective,
there are questions as to how measurements should be
fused to create accurate estimates, e.g. multiperspective pose
estimation, and how it can be ensured that filters do not
fail when multiple satellites are within the field of view.
In addition, there are still open questions regarding how
to make satellites more resilient to unknown and rapidly
changing environments. With the solar cycle staring to enter a
period of rise towards solar maximum, the likelihood of solar
event-caused malfunctions increases. Recently such a case
was attributed to SpaceX losing a large number of Starlink
satellites due to a geomagnetic storm coinciding with their
launch [135]. Ensuring that satellites remain safe, even in
these drastic and unknown situations, is needed.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper provided an entry point to the area of safe and
constrained RPOD. The unique challenges associated with
RPOD from dynamics, navigation, guidance, and control
perspectives were presented in a tutorial manner, along with
examples of GNC techniques that are being developed to
address these challenges. A substantial number of open
problems remain in the area of safe and constrained RPOD,
which can benefit from collaborative efforts between mem-
bers of the space research community and the broader GNC
community. The hope is that this tutorial paper serves as a
catalyst for further collaboration between these communities
to enable great advances in RPOD capabilities.
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